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ABBREVIATION LIST
On evaluation of longitudinal variables, increasing CALIPER fibrosis extent was the strongest outcome predictor, and remained so following adjustment for baseline disease severity, and when FVC declines were marginal.
Conclusions: In uILD patients, CPI, traction bronchiectasis severity and PA diameter independently predicted outcome at baseline. Increasing fibrosis extent measured by CALIPER was the most powerful index of outcome regardless of baseline disease severity and strongly predicted outcome in patients with marginal FVC declines.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-disciplinary teams (MDT) meetings are widely viewed as the preferred means of characterizing interstitial lung diseases 1, 2 and has improved agreement of the diagnosis of ILD between centres 3 . However, it is increasingly recognized that following MDT discussion, 10-25% of cases of interstitial lung disease cannot be classified and are labeled unclassifiable-ILD (uILD) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Concerns with regard to the increased mortality associated with surgical lung biopsy has reduced the number of such procedures being performed, with the result that many patients are today evaluated using radiological and clinical data only in an MDT discussion 4 . Nevertheless, patients with uILD are ideally monitored in an MDT setting in case emerging clinical data allow a diagnostic label to be applied 6 .
Our study aimed to characterize those baseline and longitudinal variables that best predict mortality in patients with uILD using a combination of clinical variables, functional indices and visual and computer-identified CT features.
METHODS

Clinical Data
The study population consisted of all consecutive new patients presenting over a four and a half year period (January 2007 to July 2011) who on re-examination in a multi-disciplinary team (MDT) setting were assigned a diagnosis of uILD. A diagnosis of uILD was reached if, following MDT discussion, a single diagnosis (in accordance with standard criteria where available 2, 11-13 ) could not be reached with over 50% diagnostic certainty. Patients who had undergone a non-contrast, supine, volumetric thin section CT scans were selected and exclusions are shown in the flowchart in the Supplementary Appendix ( Figure 1 ).
Standardized CT scanning protocols, CALIPER protocols and echocardiographic and pulmonary function test (PFT) protocols were utilized 14, 15 . Echocardiographic and PFT data was considered if performed within 3 months of the CT scan. Functional indices analysed in the current study included: forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1), forced vital capacity (FVC), diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide (DLco), carbon monoxide transfer coefficient (Kco), total lung capacity (TLC), and the composite physiological index (CPI). The composite physiologic index is a score that considers varied weightings of FEV1, FVC and DLco (CPI = 91 -(0.65 x % predicted DLco) -(0.53 x % predicted FVC) + (0.34 x % predicted FEV1)) and was derived to account for the morphologic extent of pulmonary fibrosis on CT, correcting for the confounding effects of emphysema 16 .
Approval for this study of clinically indicated CT and pulmonary function data was obtained from the Institutional Ethics Committee of the ___________ and _________ and informed patient consent was not required.
Visual and CALIPER CT analysis
In accordance with a landmark study of uILD 4 
RESULTS
Population demographics
107/1072 (10%) consecutive patients presenting to the ____________ ILD unit when re-examined were regarded as uILD. 12 patients without departmental imaging were excluded and 95 patients were examined in the study (Supplementary Figure 1) .
Demographic data, mean visual CT scores, CALIPER scores, echocardiographic and pulmonary function test data are provided in Table 1 . Change in CT and pulmonary function variables in 37 patients with serial imaging (median follow up time=1.27 years) and functional data is provided in Supplementary When group differences in baseline measures between patients with and without follow up imaging were examined to identify potential selection biases, the only significant difference between groups was the PA diameter (p=0.01)[Supplementary 
DISCUSSION
Our study has identified several new findings in patients with uILD. Firstly, at baseline, the CPI was the pulmonary function measure that best predicted mortality.
Secondly, the strongest CT predictors of outcome were the severity of traction bronchiectasis and the pulmonary artery diameter. However when adjusting for baseline disease severity, change in CALIPER fibrosis extent was a stronger predictor of outcome than baseline or other longitudinal variables. Importantly, in patients with only marginal FVC change, change in CALIPER fibrosis extent was the stronger predictor of outcome.
Our findings regarding the prevalence of uILD in our tertiary centre, and the proportion of patients undergoing an surgical lung biopsy are both in line with previous reports 4-6, 20, 21 . UILD is often associated with the absence of histological data 4 , with only 22% of patients in our cohort undergoing a diagnostic surgical lung biopsy. When histopathological assessment was possible, an overlap of patterns was seen in most cases, which when combined with a non-specific CT pattern and indeterminate clinical features led to no single diagnosis being favoured.
Amongst baseline CALIPER variables, PVV was the strongest determinant of mortality, reproducing findings identified in other fibrosing lung diseases 15, 22 . PVV was also found to be a more malignant prognostic determinant in patients with increased fibrosis on CT. Regarding the visual CT variables that were independently predictive of mortality, traction bronchiectasis severity [23] [24] [25] [26] and the pulmonary artery diameter 27, 28 have both been previously shown to strongly predict outcome across various fibrosing lung diseases, but were not examined in previous studies investigating uILD 4, 29 .
In a previous study detailing a population of patients with uILD, Ryerson et al 4 classified patients according to current consensus IPF-CT diagnostic guidelines 30 . In our study, the weak link between a definite UIP pattern and outcome (p=0.04) was The interobserver variation associated with visual CT scoring was accentuated when variation in scores across two time points were summed to identify disease change.
A similar effect may be seen with longitudinal DLco assessment where measurement inaccuracy would be compounded when DLco is evaluated at two time points. In our study, all DLco measurements were performed in a single rigorously calibrated laboratory, and yet DLco change had limited associations with outcome.
A limitation of our study is that only a subset of patients had follow up imaging in our study, however the similarities in baseline functional indices between patients with and without follow up imaging, suggests that an unintentional selection bias towards patients with less severe disease did not explain the prognostic strength of CALIPER fibrosis extent change. Our findings suggest that larger studies using CALIPER are warranted to characterize the robustness of change in quantitative CT markers as measures of disease progression and outcome.
In conclusion, our study of unclassifiable-interstitial lung disease has identified that the CPI and visual increased traction bronchiectasis severity and pulmonary artery diameter are the strongest independent predictors of outcome at baseline.
However, in a subset of patients with longitudinal data and similar baseline measures, change in fibrosis extent measured by CALIPER was independent of, and more powerful than baseline measures of disease severity in patients with uILD.
Importantly, when FVC decline was marginal, CALIPER fibrosis extent change was able to independently predict patient outcome. 4.6 ± 3.1 Main pulmonary artery diameter (mm) 30.5 ± 5.9 Ascending aorta diameter (mm) 33.9 ± 3.9 Table 1 
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